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The research resulted with the following: Students who had greater time allotment for text messaging had
lower average scores compared to those who were not frequent texters at all. Texting has affected the students
writing and grammar proficiency negatively parag. Good screen resolution. Statement of the Problem This
study aims to identify what preferred attributes in purchasing mobile phone among selected UM CBAE
students that will seek to answer the following questions: 1. His study found out that these negative effects
seem to have affected some of the respondents. Statistical Treatment of Data Mean. British Journal of
Educational Technology, 40 1 ,  Also, among owners of cellular phones, their frequent text messaging does
not affect their spelling and grammar proficiency p. The concerns focus on the aspects of system developing
using android system. This form of communication is too easy that it no longer require analysis. James G. The
telecommunication will be navigatedthough the use of featured android network system. According to ANPT.
Good customer service provider. Critics are very particular on the issue about the use of shortened words
especially when it comes to education. In , mobile cellular network in the Philippines covered 99 percent of
the population and 80 percent of households reported ownership of a mobile telephone. Effects of Reading in
Vocabulary and Spelling Skills. But it said that mobile subscriptions did not reflect actual mobile phone
ownership since there could be multiple subscriptions. In the traditional game, a pig is placed in a mud filled
ring and participants will try and catch the pig. Level of Participation in Extracurricular Activities of Senior
CAS Students Table 1 shows the level of participation in athletes, literary-musical competitions, campus clubs
and organizations, and community outreach programs of the senior CAS students enrolled in language, Social
Science, and Math-Science related courses. The students are producing worse assignments, creating incorrect
subject-verb agreements, and misspelling. But when it came to the time spent per app, Facebook remained on
top of the heap with an overall reach of 89 percent and an average usage of 37 minutes per day per smartphone
user. Dust and shock resistant unit. Mobile Phone Retailers- this study would help them to plan on what brand
and mobile attributes or features should they be selling in their stores. Piggy Run is similar to other
jumping,arcade games only more fun. This attitude of the respondents led to the conclusion that the students
felt that language play an important role on their success in the future. The study was conducted from
November to January 


